Let A be an invertible operator on a complex Hubert space H. Sufficient conditions are given for the inverse of A to be a weak limit of polynomials in A.
1.
Introduction. Let H be a complex Hubert space. If H is finite dimensional and A is an invertible linear operator on H, then there is a polynomial p such that A~l =p(A). The infinite-dimensional analogue of this fact is generally false. If U is any unitary operator which contains a bilateral shift direct summand, then U~l = U* is not a weak limit of polynomials in U [4] . In this paper two sufficient conditions, quite different in nature, are given for the inverse of a bounded linear operator to be a weak limit of polynomials in the operator.
Preliminaries.
If A is a bounded linear operator on A, then Lat .4 represents the lattice of closed invariant subspaces of A. Hm will denote the usual orthogonal direct sum of n copies of //. A typical vector in //<"' will be denoted by (xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn) with x, £ //. If A is an operator on H, let A<n> denote the operator 2?=i © A( on //<n) with A¡=A for all /'. The inner product on H will be denoted by ( , ).
The following lemma is a special case of a well-known result [3] . Lemma 1. Let A be a bounded invertible operator on H. If Lat A(n) £ Lat A~1(-n) for all integers n_^ 1, then A~* is a weak limit of polynomials in A. By normalizing, if necessary, and using the fact that u>(A*)=(co(A))* we obtain 0 £ co(A).
Thus the result will be symmetric in A and A~x. The fact that Lat A^ = Lat A~1{-n) follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3. This completes the proof.
4. Operator ranges. Definition.
A linear manifold L<=H is an operator range if there exists a Hubert space K and a bounded operator A from K to H such that L=AK. The idea of studying the invariant operator ranges of an algebra of operators was introduced by Foias [2] and the basic facts about operator ranges can be found in an excellent account by Fillmore and Williams [1] .
If A is a bounded invertible operator on H, then a necessary condition for A-1 e UA is Lat A cz Lat A-1. It is not known if this is also sufficient. 
